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PACKING LIST  
Before installation, use this checklist to make sure all necessary parts have been included. 

 
SLP Long Tube Headers 2005-2007 C6 

 
 

Packing List 
 

Item #  Check   Quantity   Part Number     Description 
 
1.  __________     1     ********                 C6 Long Tube Headers 
 
 
2.     __________     1        *****     Instructions 

 
Installation Instructions 

 
Warning:  SLP recommends allowing the vehicle to cool (not running) for five hours 
before beginning the installation.  Exhaust components can be extremely HOT and could 
cause severe burns if it is not allowed to cool. SLP also recommends wearing safety glasses 
for the complete installation.  Refer to GM service manuals for further pictures or 
specifications. 
 
 
 

1. A vehicle lift or jack stands are needed for proper installation of this part.  
 

2. Disconnect the negative battery terminal.  
 

3. Remove the following parts from engine/engine bay: 
• Both plastic covers over the ignition coil packs 
• All eight spark plug wires and spark plugs 
• Both banks of ignition coil packs (unplug the oxygen sensor lead on    

          coil pack bracket) 
• Barbed Studs from valve covers 

 

PART # 
30125/30128/30129/30131/30132 
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4. Next remove the dual intermediate pipe from the vehicle by first removing the 4 nuts on 
the two inlet flanges and loosen the two band clamps at the intermediate pipes outlet.  
Remove the 2 nuts on the sheet metal bracket towards the rear of the dual intermediate 
pipe. See Red Arrows in photo below. 

 

 
 
 

5. Next, slide the dual intermediate pipe off of the two rear pipes and remove the nuts at the 
front of the pipe. 

 
6. Remove the dual intermediate pipe. 

 
7. Next unplug and remove the oxygen sensors from the driver side and passenger side CAT 

assembly.  Put the oxygen sensors in a safe place so that they do not get damaged as you 
will need to reuse them to finish the installation of the SLP Long Tube Headers. 

 
8. Next, remove the two nuts that hold each CAT assembly to the exhaust manifolds on 

each side of the vehicle.  Remove the CAT assemblies from the vehicle. 
9. Next, from the top of the vehicle remove and unplug both oxygen sensors from the 

driver’s side and passenger’s side exhaust manifolds. 
 
10.  Remove all 8 spark plugs and 8 wires. 

 
11.  Next, remove the exhaust manifolds from the vehicle.  
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12.   Install the driver’s side header from the underside of the vehicle and put into its 
approximate position. 

 
13. From the topside of the vehicle position the driver’s side supplied header gaskets between 

the cylinder head and the header making sure that is it oriented correctly.  Note the 
stampings on the metal gasket.  

 
14. Loosely install the six manifold bolts through the header that you removed earlier from 

the driver’s side cylinder head. 
 

15.   Next tighten the six manifold bolts to 11 ft-lbs a first pass then a second pass of 18 ft-
lbs. 

 
16.   Next install the passenger side header from the TOP of the vehicle. 

 
17.   First remove the dipstick tube. 

 
18.   Next, follow steps 13-15 above to install the passenger side header. 

 
19.   Reinstall the dipstick tube, plugs and wires. 

 
20.   Next install the header to CAT pipes on both the driver’s side outlet and passenger’s 

side oulet of the long tube headers from underneath the vehicle.  
 

21. Use the supplied 2.5” band clamps provided to secure the pipes onto the outlet of the 
header. Do NOT fully tighten yet.  

 
22.  The header to CAT pipes are to be installed with the 02 sensor bung facing upward.  

This will allow the pipes to go in one way only with the 2.5” opening toward the front of 
the vehicle.  See photo below. 
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23.  Next install the 2 high flow CATS onto the outlets of the header to CAT pipes. 
 

24.  Use the supplied 3” band clamps to secure into place.  Do NOT fully tighten yet.  
 

25.  Next install the CAT to X pipes on both the driver and passenger side high  flow CAT.  
These pipes do not have a specific driver’s side or passenger side.  See photo below for 
placement of 02 sensors.  Secure with supplied 3” band clamps to CATS.  Do  NOT fully 
tighten yet.  See photo on next page. 
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26.  Next install the X-Pipe to the outlet of the CAT to X pipes and to the rear of the exhaust 
system. 

 
27.    Use the supplied 2.5” band clamps to secure the X-Pipe to the outlet of the CAT to X 

Pipes and to the inlet of the rear exhaust over axle pipes.  Do NOT tighten yet.  
 

28.   Install and tighten the stock bolts and nuts onto the bracket toward the rear of the X-
Pipe.  See photo below.  
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29.  Check for all proper clearances of all exhaust pipes and begin to tighten the system from 
the front of the vehicle to the back. 

 
30. Next install all four 02 sensors.   

 
31.  Install one on each side of the header to CAT pipes facing upward. 

 
32. Install one on each side of the CAT to X Pipes facing inward. 

 
33. Next install the rear 32” 02 extensions.  Route the extensions so that they are tucked 

behind the heat shield and zip tie them into place. 
 

34. Next install the front 24” 02 extensions.  First plug them into the 02 sensors from the 
underside of the vehicle.  

 
35. Next route them up along the fire wall away from the headers so that you can reach them 

from the top side of the engine bay.  
 

36. Route the extensions to the plugs located near outside of the intake manifold. 
 

37. Install the LS2 plastic engine covers. 
 

38. The installation is now complete. 
 

39. Start the vehicle and listen for any leaks from all joints in the system.  Tighten any band 
clamp if necessary. 

 
 


